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l. Answer all questions, each in a word or sentence

1. What is an Ode?

2. Name two sonnet forms.

3. Who is the poet known as the 'Wordsworth of America'?

4. What is the theme of the poem 'Telephone Conversation'?

5. What is meant by'atmosphere' of a story?

6. What is the real name of O.Henry?

7. What are the two most important elements in a detective story?

8. What is the nationality of Agatha Christie?

9. Name the authot of Alice in Wonderland.

'10. Give two examples of an epic.

(10x1='t0marks)
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ll. Answer ahy eight of the following, in a short paragraph not exceeding 50 words

'l '1. What is Dramatic monologue?

12. Define a Sonnet form.

13. Diction in poetry.

'14. What is local colour in a short story?

15. lmportance of the title in story writing.

'16. Language in children's literature.

17. Major contributors to detective fiction.

'18. lmparting morals and values through children's fiction.

'19. Major contributors to science fiction

20. Element of suspense in detective fiction.

2'1. Defino satire.

22. Use of symbols in poetry.

23. Theme in Wole Soyinka's 'Telephone Conversation'.

24. Symbolism in Williarn Blake's 'The Lamb'.

25. Themes in children's literatute.

26. Local colour in Achebe's 'The Voter'.

(8x2=16Marks)
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lll. Answer any six of the following, in a paragraph not exceeding 100 words.

27. Characteristics of an epic.

28. lmagery in poetry

29. Fantasy as a component in children's fiction.

30. Characterisation in detective fiction

3'1. Signiricance of proper title in a short story.

32. What is the Purpose behind a book revieM

33. Consider A C Doyle as a major proponent of detective fiction.

34. ltlustrate the art of characterisation in short story with examples.

35. What is the objective of a film review?

36. Characteristic features of science fiction.

37. Setting in R K Narayanan's short story.

38. Theme of Roberi Frost's 'Home Burial'.

(6x4=24Marks)

lV. Answer any two, each in about 300 words.

39. Prepare a review of a recently released movie.

40. Write a review of a novel by any renowned writer.

. 41. Write a short story on the theme 'Nostalgia'.

42. Comment on the characteristics of detective liction with examples.

43. Explain various fealures of short story writing.
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44. Attempt a critical appreciation of the following poem.

(Hints: theme-analysis-metre and rhyme-poetic devices like figures of speech-
comments)

The war is won

and I lie waiting and see

my pride flag unfurl

like blood spreading

in this soil that now

we call 'our'land...

The wagons that unload

loss and ruin like weapons

and move further to wreck

more folks and claim

more land like winter...

The seeds the farmers

sown last spring are gone

with mines blown like

a mind's sudden terror...

I lie here waiting like

pain on a wound and

dream of my children

who too are waiting...

You may sit back and

sing those mellow melodies

of blooming valleys:

on which we lie dying...
(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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